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Abstract

The seminal work of Phelps, Taylor, and Cairo developed forward-

looking models of price determination that imparted inertia to the

price leveh These models incorporate expectations of future prices and

excess demand by imposing constraints (typically lag-lead symmetry

constrainls) that force future variables to enter the specification. In

this paper, I test the empirical significance of future prices-in specifi-

cations like those of Taylor. I find that expectations of future prices

are empirically unimportant in explaining price and inflation behavior.

However, the dynamics of a model_that includes a purely backward-

looking inflation specification differ’ significantly-and not altogether

pleasingly-from those with a forward-looking specification.

11 thank Allcia Sasser for excellent research assistance. The views expressed in this
paper are those of the author and do no~ necessarily reflect positions of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston or the Federal Reserve System.



Some of the earliest and best-known macroeconomic models that impose

rational expectations are the models of Sargent and Wallace (1975) . These

models were widely criticized for implying that prices were completely flexi-

ble and cleared markets instantaneously. The implication of price flexibility

appeared to conflict markedly with empirical observations of measures of

the aggregate price level. Initially, some confusion arose as to whether the

assumption of rational .expectations inherently entailed price flexibility. How-

ever, the work of Taylor (1980) and others demonstrated the critical point

that it was the price specification, not the assumption of rational expecta-

tions, that led to the unlikely price behavior in the early models. Significan~

and realistic inertia could be imparted to prices in a rational expectations

macro model.

Yet the inclusion of expectations in the price sector of Taylor’s and others’

models arises through a set of Constraints that essentially force expectations

to enter the specification. Of course, some restrictions are necessary in order

to separately identify the effects of expected future variables. If the model is

specified with unconstrained leads and lags, it will be difficult for the data

to distinguish between the leads, which solve out as restricted combinations

of lag variables, and unrestricted lags. In most cases, these constraints take

the form of symmetry restrictions across past and expected future prices.

This paper attempts to test the importance of the expected prices in

explaining price fluctuations by relaxing these restrictions. The paper uses

a variety of inflatio~ specifications that are derived from the standard con-

tracting models of Taylor (1980) and from a new contracting specification

that more accurately mimics the inertia in observed inflation rates, drawing

on the work of Phelps (1978), Ball (1991), Chadha, Masson and Meredith

(i1992), and Fuhrer and Moore (1995, [9] and [I0]).

In addition, the paper explores the consequences of forward-looking, backward-



looking, and mixed price spedfications for the overall dynamic behavior of a

macro model. To anticipate, I find that, Consistent with others, the purely

foward-looking price model bears implications that are severely at odds with

the data. In addition, the mixed backward-lookingl/forward-looking model

implies considerably different model dynamics from a purely backward-looking

model, I will argue that the purely backward-looking model’s dynamics are

less plausible than the mixed model, although this conclusion may be some-

what model-specific, and depends somewhat upon prior beliefs.

1 The Analytics of the Price Models

Consider three types of price specifications. The first, which I will call an

expectations-augmented price-price Phillips curve, sets the current inflation

rate, ~rt equal to the expected inflation rate, ~r~, adjusted for excess demand,

~ = ~+1 + V~ (1)

In the usual implementation of the expectations-augmented Phillips curve,

expected inflation is proxied by a distributed lag on past inflation.~ Thus

equation 1 may be written

k

i----0

where ~/~ - 1 in order to satisfy the "natura! rate" hypothesis of Lucas

(1972). This equation has properties that one would exp~ect: when policy-

makers pursue a disinflation (z)t < 0), inflation decreases over time.

It is useful to contrast this behavior with the behavior of a discrete-time

2See, for exarnple, Brayton and Mauskopf (1985) for ~ description of the MIT-PENN-
SSRC (MPS) modch



version of the Calvo (1983) model, which is nearly identical to a two-period

Taylor (1980) overlapping contracts model. In both cases, inflation follows

the process

- ÷ 79, (2)

The differences here are twofold. First, as pointed out in Chadha, Masson,

and Meredith (1992) and Fuhrer and Moore (1992), the inflation rate is

independent of lagged inflation, depending only on expected inflation, and is

thus comp]etely flexible. Second, the response of inflation to a contraction

in excess demand (~ < 0) is contrary to intuition. For negative ~, the

expected change in inflation musi be positive. When aggregate demand is

contractlonary, initiation is expected to rose. The only way it can do so and

stit] deflate (and attain its new equilibrium value) is to jump down and rise

to its new, lower, equilibrium from below. These dynamics stand at odds

w~th the disinflation experiences of the United States and a host of other

countries; see Ball (1994) for documentation.

Finally, consider the model developed in Fuhrer and Moore (1995, [9]),

which extends the Taylor staggered contracting framework in a way that

imparts persistence to the rate of inflation. That model is shown to be

equivalent to a two-sided PhiIlips curve with the same sort of symmetry

restrictions imposed in the Taylor model on wages and wage contracts:

(3)

where f(L) = fo + fiL + f2L2.., is the lag polynomial that describes the

distribution of price contracts in the model; fi is the fraction of price contracts

negotiated in period t - i that are still in effect in period t. A two-period

version of this model shows the sensible inflation, dynamics inherent in the



specification,:

Here, when monetary policy pursues a contractionary disinflation, the ex-

pected cAange: in inflation must increase, while the rate of inflation falls, as

expected, in accordance with equation 3. Inflation falls at a decreasing rate

towards its new, lower, equilibrium.

The specifications summarized in equations 2 and 3 include expected

prices (or inflation rates) by imposing symmetry restrictions across lags and

leads that arise from the underlying contracting specifications. The next

section relaxes those res~rictions and attempts to determine the importance

of expected prices in explaining price and inflation movements.

2 How Important Are Expectations in the

Inflation Specifications?

A simple specification that nests the purely forward-looking, the two-sided,

and the backward-looking inflation equations is3

where the parameter # indexes the weight on the past relative to expectations

of the future, and Et denotes the rational expectation conditioned on the

informat.ion set available at t.ime t. In equation 1, # " 1; in equation 3,

SChadt~a, Masson, and Meredith (1992) explore the implications of a similar
specification.
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For a four period Taylor specification, the lag!lead pattern in terms of

inflation is a bit more complicated. Ignoring expectations, the inflation equa-

tion that is consistent with the Taylor contracting specification is:4

where t]t is an equally-weighted moving average of the excess demand term yr.

The Taylor specification implies restrictions on the leads and lags of inflation;

however, they are not symmetric as in the other specifications,s

2.1 Estimates of the Weight on Expected versus Lagged

Inflation

The first test for forward-looking behavior in-prices estimates equation 4

via maximum likelihood, using vector autoregressive equations for ~7 and the

federal funds rate. The last is included because it has been shown to be

an important predictor of real activity by a number of authors, including

Bernanke and Blinder (1992).s The data employed are described in Table 1.

The sample for this initial estimation is 1966:I-1994:I.

The VAR equations for the output gap and the nominal interest rate

include four lags each of inflation, the output gap, and the interest rate.

4This equation is derived directly from the Taylor (1980) model. Using n = 4 and
dropping the expectations operator for simplicity, substitute the ~quation for the contract
wage ~ = ~i p~+i ~--~y~ into the definition of the price index pt = ~ $t_i, then re-express
the resulting price equation in terms of inflation rates.

SThe pattern of coefficients in this inflation equation appears somewhat counterintu-
itive: last period’s positi~ze inflation rates exert a r~ega~.~ve influence on current inflation.
While the vector autoregressive solution to the forward-looking equation will have different
coefficients on lagged inflation, the behavior implied by the structural equation is perverse.
See Fuhrer and Moore (1995a) for more details on the behavior of this specification.

~The method of estimation is described fully in Fuhrer and Moore (I995a).



Table 1
Quarterly Data, 1966QI-1994QI

Mnemonic Definition

log of per capita $82 GDP
log of the implicit GDP deflator
Quarterly federal funds rate
Inflation rate, 4
Deviation of ~/~ from trend



The estimated equation is

1

(.14)

1
.04 [~E,(~r,+l +~r,+,+~r,+3)] + .t3

( )                 (.04)

where asymp~otlc standard errors are reported in parentheses below the es-

timates. The data seem to be consistent with very little weight on expected

future inflation, consistent with bu* somewhat more lopsided than the results

in Chadha et al. (1992).

We cannot reject the hypothesis that price-setters place zero weight on

the expected future, 1~ -- 1. The estimated value of ~/under this hypothesis

is .14 with a standard error of .04. The likelihood ratio test statistic for

this hypothesis takes the value .01 with p-vMue .92. The hypothesis that

/~ - .5, as in the Fuhrer-Moore model, can be weakly rejected with a p-

value of .098. The hypothesis that inflation depends only on expected future

values of inflation (/~ = 0) is overwhelmingly rejected, with a likelihood ratio

statistic of 230 and a p-value of essentially zero.

Of course, only in the simplest two-period Taylor model would we expect

inflation to be purely forward-looking. As equation 5 shows, a four-period

version of the Taylor contracting model implies dependence on past inflation

as well. However, this specification does not imply a symmetric lag/lead

pa;~ern, and so it is of interest to estimated less restricted lag/lead versions

of equation 4. An unconstrained inflation equation that nests the Taylor

inflation model is

2 3

- + + % (6)
i=1

where the sum constraint ~]i a÷~-~i - 1 is imposed. Estimating this model



yields coefficients of

.44 T’t_2 ÷ .38

(.28) (.14)

.71 Et~t+2 -~

(2.07)

~_~.     .09

(.~7)

.97 E~,~+~ --t- .02

(1.33) (.02)

None of the individual expected future values are estimated to be insignifi-

cantly different from zero. The likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis that all

leads are jointly zero fails to reject with p-value .53. Thus the expected future

inflation values are inessential from the perspective of the Taylor (asymmetric

lag/lead) model as well.

For these data series, for these specifications, and under the assumption

of rational expectations, it is difficult to argue that the expectations of future

inflation play an important role in explaining current inflation. In essence,

this says that if we assume that pricE-setters used inflation expectations that

are roughly consistent with the historical interactions among inflation, real

output, and interest rates, those expectations were not important inputs to

price decisions.

2.2 Have Expectations Recently Become More Im-

portant?

Performing the same exercise over the post-nonborrowed reserves operating

procedure period (post-i982:QIV), t find that the qualitative conclusions are

unchanged. I re-estimate the vector autoregressive equations for real output

and the funds rate, and conditioned on these, re-estimate/~ and 7 for the



more recent sample period. Interestingly, the point estimate for ,u fails from
.96 to .57, suggesting additional weight on inflation expectations. But once

again, the likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis that the inflation equation

is Backward-looking, ~ - 1, takes the value 1.08 with p-value 0.3. Thus

the data cannot reject the hypothesis that price-setters are purely backward-

looking, even in the more recent sample.

3 Other Implications of Backward- and Forward-

Looking Inflation Models

The evidence presented above suggests that the data clearly favor a partly

Backward-looking specification over a purely forward-looking inflation specifi-

cation. However, the evidence also suggests that the data cannot distinguish

with any confidence between a purely backward-looking specification and a

mixed specification, as long as the mix is not weighted too heavily on the

future.

When the data cannot distinguish among different specifications, economists

often turn to prior beliefs to distinguish among competing specifications. In

this section, I argue that my prior beliefs about the dynamic interactions

among inflation, real output, and interest rates in the macroeconomy lead

me to favor a forward-looking inflation specification over a purely backward-

looking one. It may be possible that the desirable features that I find in

a forward-looking price model can be replicated by other modifications to

the specification. Thus, my arguments point to the importance of forward-

looking behavior as a sufticient, But certainly not necessary, condition for

dynamic behavior that conforms to my priors.

I will examine two simple graphical representations of the dynamic behav-

ior of the price specifications. The first is the vector autocorrelation function



implied by the specifications, The second is a revealing simulation exercise.

3.1 A Snapshot of the Model’s Dynamics

Figure 1 presents the vector autocorrelation functions (VACF) for three spec-

ifications. The first is the VACF for an unconstrained vector autoregression

in inflation, the output gap, and the federal funds rate. The second is the

VACF for the/~ -- .5 specification, and the last is the VACF for the purely

bAckward-looking specification (/z = 1). As the figure indicates, the differ-

ences among the VACFs are significant.

The most important difference between the VAP~ and/~ - .5 specifications

and the /z = 1 specifications is that the ~ = 1 specification’s auto- and

cross-correlations die out much more slowly. While the dominant roots for

the systems differ only modestly--.95 for the VAP~ and the /~ = .5 model

versus ~98 for the ~ = 1 model the implications for dynamic behavior are

subst~ntiaI. In part, this is due simply to the miracle of compounding: For

a model with a .95 root, a unit shock is r~duced by 80% after 32 quarters;

the same shock to a model with a .98 root has decayed only 50% after 32

quarters. To decay 80% takes 80 quarters for the .98 root process, at which

point the .95 root process has essentially decayed to 0.

While one could certainly not distinguish statistically between a .95 and

a .98 root, the economic implications of the two can be significantly differ-

ent. To highlight the differences, I present several simulations that show the

response of the models to shocks.
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Figure 1
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3.2 The Behavioral Differences between Backward-

Looking and Mixed Models

Figures 2 and 3 depict the response of the output gap and inflation to a 1

percentage point decrease in the implicit inflation target.7 These simulations

can be thought of as disinflations, although the monetary policy reaction

function is not explicitly modeled.

The obvious difference between the two models is that the backward-

looking model implies implausibly tong and vigorous responses to events

many years ago. It seems implausible that the output gap twenty years

after a disinflation would still be responding significantly, if at all, to the

initial tightening that brings about the disinflation. In the dashed lines in

Figures 2 and 3, beginning from a steady state, the output gap drops initially

by .8 percent, then peaks at +.5 percent twenty years later.

The solid lines provide a striking contrast. The output gap falls by about

as much as in the backward-looking case, but output returns to potential

and essentially remains there for the rest of the simulation. Similarly, infla-

tion drops from its initial steady-state of 3~ to 2% within a few years and

essentially stays there for the remainder of the simulation. While one could

quibble about the precise contours and the magnitudes of the responses in

either model, what stands o~ is the qualitative difference between the mod-

els.

I suggest that the qualitative behavior of the model with some forward-

looking price behavior conforms better to most economists’ priors than the

behavior of the model that is purely backwa~rd-looking. Most economists

would feel uncomfortable predicting that a shock to the inflation target would

have significant effects on real output twenty to forty years later. While there

rThe inflation target is implicit in the VAR equation for the funds rate.
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Figure 2

Comparison of Inflation Models
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are not enough twenty- to forty-year episodes in U.S. postwar data to rule

out such behavior, I think it is a desirable feature of an inflation model that

it return to its steady state within a reasonable period.

In essence, the forward-looking component of the inflation specification

acts to stabilize the model. It is possible that other model features could

perform the same role (see, for example, Fuhrer and Moore 1995c). Thus

forward-looking behavior in the inflation specification constitutes a suKicient,

but not a necessary, condition to obtain what I consider to be "reasonable"

model dynamics in rational expectations models.

4 Conclusions

I test the empirical significance of expected future prices in forward-looking

contract price specifications like those of Taylor. I find that expectations

of future prices are empirically unimportant in explaining price and infla-

tion behavior. However, the dynamics of a model that includes a purely

backward-looking inflation specification differ significantly from the dynam-

ics of a model with a forward-looking specification. Thus the choice to in-

clude forward-looking behavior in a price specification may in large par~

hinge upon the use to which the specification is to be put. For pure fore-

casting purposes, it is unlikely that a forward-looking model will improve

upon a backward-looking model. For policy simulations and other longer-

run simu}ations that more explicitly involve the model’s dynamics, a mixed

backward-looking/f0rward-looking price specification may provide more rea-

sonable behavior without sacrificing too much on empirical performance.
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